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by Gwen Olson 
Technical Journalism Sophomore 
Y OU DON'T NEED a lot of fur. Just a puff will promise to translate your simplest outfit into a 
finished fashion feature. Mink, beaver, ermine, mou-
ton and leopard are handsome hallmarks of high 
styling this cold winter. 
Mink makes feathery balls of earrings and should be 
used as the sole accessory near the neck. The other 
furs are accented by being repeated in a hat, neck-
piece, bracelet, handbag or belt. 
Flattering Neclzpieces 
A furry neckpiece will flatter you more if worn 
slightly away from the neck instead of drawn up 
snugly. The forecast on trends . is a neckline below 
the natural base of the neck. A variation is a jeweled 
or sequined fur necklace for formal occasions. 
Another style features a gold chain intertwined with 
a fur tail or with a fur puff charm as an accent suit-
able for a classroom wardrobe. Also belonging in the 
classroom fashion parade is a bow and matching 
buttons or cuffs of fur. 
For mix and match, a fur belt or cuff links are 
guaranteed to glamorize your closest companions. Or 
you may choose ermine tails to tie a plain collar 
(maybe a leather one) in the front. 
Fine) Fur Sparklers 
All you need is one or two fine fur sparklers to 
formulate your accessory wardrobe. But- choose them 
carefully and thoughtfully. You do not have to be 
extravagant to own a fur accessory. Many pieces are 
advertised at high prices, inconsistent with their value. 
This is tru e when furriers attempt to sell their last 
scraps which are not suitable for coats. 
It is not necessary to choose the most purse-damag-
ing fur when mouton or dyed rabbit will achieve the 
14 
effect. On the trim of a coat, cape or dress often the 
illusion of richness and softness is more important than 
the means of achieving it. 
The time of year is an important consideration when 
buying a fur garment. Furs, especially in coats, muff.s, 
capes and hats, when selected with good taste, will 
last for many seasons. Thus, by buying in the after-
Christmas sales, you can obtain good quality at a lower 
You can even make your own fur fluffs. Ann Corrough, H . Ec. 
Sr., used mink to create her own high-style fur necklace, 
bracelet and earrings. 
price. Before Christmas, stores are confident of in-
creased sales; but after the holiday season, while the 
standard of merchandise is still high, the incentive 
for buying is low. 
Fur used to be the luxury of royalty- now it can 
be the fluff in almost every woman's wardrobe. 
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